The problem of aligning two strings A, B in order to determine their similarity is fundamental in the field of pattern matching. An important concept in this domain is the "all scores matrix" that encodes the local alignment comparison of two strings. Namely, let K denote the all scores matrix containing the alignment score of every substring of B with A, and let J denote the all scores matrix containing the alignment score of every suffix of B with every prefix of A.
Introduction
In the classical problem of sequence alignment, two strings are aligned according to some predifined scoring function. The common scoring schemes are the Edit Distance (ED) and the Longest Common Subsequence (LCS). This problem is fundamental in the field of pattern matching. It has broad applications to many different fields in computer science, among others: computer-vision, bioinformatics and natural language processing. Hence, it is of no suprise that this problem has attracted a vast amount of research and publications over the years.
Given two strings A and B of lengths m and n, respectively. The alignment problem of A and B can be naturally viewed as a shortest path problem on the alignment graph of A and B. That is, an (n + 1) × (m + 1) grid graph, in which, horizontal (respectively, vertical) edges correspond to alignment of a character in A (respectively, B) with a gap, and diagonal edges correspond to alignment of two characters in A and B (see Figure 1) .
Landau et al. [23] introduced the problem of incremental string comparison, i.e. given an encoding of the global comparison of two strings A and B, to efficiently compute the answer for A and σB, and the answer for σA and B. Furthermore, they show how incremental string comparison can be used to obtain more efficient algorithms for various problems in pattern matching, such as: the longest prefix approximate matching problem, the approximate overlap problem and cyclic string comparison. Incremental string comparison has also been applied to finding all approximate gapped palindromes [14] , approximate regularities in strings [8, 38] , consecutive suffix alignment [15, 22] and more [21, 33] . Several improvements to the algorithm of Landau et al. [23] have been proposed over the years [16, 17, 18, 20] .
All scores matrices were introduced by Apostolico et al. [2] in order to obtain fast parallel algorithms for LCS computation. An all scores matrix is a matrix that stores the optimal alignment scores of one or more types from the following types: (I) B against every substring of A, (II) A against every substring of B, (III) every suffix of A against every prefix of B, and (IV) every suffix of B against every prefix of A. We denote by L the all scores matrix containing the optimal alignment scores of all the types defined above. We denote by K the all scores matrix containing the optimal alignment scores of type (II), and denote by J the all scores matrix containing the optimal alignment scores of type (IV) (see Figure 1 ). Due to symmetry, we will ignore the all scores matrices that contain optimal alignment scores of type (I) or of type (III). All scores matrices are also called DIST matrices [2, 32] or highest-score matrices [35] .
The problem of constructing all scores matrices has been studied in [1, 7, 27, 31, 32, 35, 36] . We note that this problem is a special case of the more general problem of computing all pairs shortest paths in planar graphs [5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 28] .
For an n×n matrix D, its density matrix D is an (n−1)×(n−1) matrix, where
. A matrix is called Monge (resp. anti-Monge) if its density matrix is non-negative (resp. non-positive), and sub-unit Monge (resp. sub-unit anti-Monge) if every row or column of the density matrix contains at most one non-zero element, and all the non-zero elements are equal to 1 (resp. −1). All scores matrices are known to be sub-unit Monge or sub-unit anti-Monge [35] . Hence, all scores matrices can be encoded in linear space. Consequently, supporting incremental operations for all scores matrices can also serve to further reduce the space complexity for Incremental String Comparison, which was noted in [17] to be the main practical limitation.
We next consider the problem of incremental construction of all scores matrices. That is, we wish to maintain an all scores matrix of two strings A and B while supporting all or some of the following operations: appending a character to A, prepending a character to A, appending a character to B, and prepending a character to B. If the number of supported operations from the four operations above is k, we refer to the problem as the k-sided incremental all scores matrix problem (k-IASM).
The algorithm of Schmidt [32] for all scores matrix construction also solves the 2-IASM problem on the matrix L. For discrete score functions, including LCS scores, the algorithm of Schmidt requires O(m + n) space and it supports incremental operations to the right ends of A and B in O(n) and O(m) time, respectively. For LCS scores, Tiskin [34, Chapter 5.3] time. Restricting the set of supported incremental operations and maintaining either the matrix J or K rather than the full matrix L allows for faster algorithms. Such an algorithm was given in Landau et al. [22] . The algorithm of Landau et al. allows prepend operations to the string A while maintaining the alignment score between every suffix of B to every prefix of A, thus it solves 1-IASM on the matrix J . Amortized on m incremental operations, the algorithm runs in O(L) time per operation, where L is the length of the longest common subsequence of A and B.
The space complexity of the algorithm is O(n).
Our Contribution
In this paper we study the k-IASM problem under LCS score. We exploit the sparsity parameters L and ∆ = n − L, to design faster algorithms. These parameters have already been extensively used to give faster LCS algorithms [3, 4, 13, 29, 37] . In order to obtain faster running times, we restrict the set of supported incremental operations (namely k is either 1 or 2), and we also maintain either J or K and not the full matrix L. We note that various applications that utilize incremental all scores matrices require a specific type of all scores matrix, and also use restricted sets of update operations (see for example [14, 15, 19, 22, 24, 25, 26, 30, 32, 36] ). Thus, our algorithms are advantageous to these applications.
Our results are as follows (see also Table 1 ). In Section 3 we give an algorithm for maintaining the matrix K while supporting incremental operations to both sides of string A in O(∆) time, using O(n) space. In Section 4 we give an algorithm for maintaining the matrix J and supporting one type of update operations: either prepending a character to A or appending a character to B. The algorithm uses Problem Supported operations Time Space Landau et al. [22] 
We note that our proposed approach could also be applied to yield a solution to the 4-sided problem with the same time and space complexity as the algorithm of Tiskin [34] .
Preliminaries
We denote 
The next property follows immediately from the above definition.
We say that a matrix is sub-unit Monge (resp., sub-unit anti-Monge), if every row and column of its density matrix contains at most one non-zero element, and all the non-zero elements are equal to 1 (resp., −1). It is well established that the matrices K and J are sub-unit Monge and sub-unit anti-Monge, respectively (cf. [35] ). This implies the next corollary regarding the size of the encoding of K and J .
Corollary 2.2. The density matrix of J has exactly L non-zero elements, and the density matrix of K has exactly ∆ non-zero elements.
Proof. For the first part, note that
. By the definition of the matrix J , In what follows the non-zero cells of a density matrix are called pivotal points. We encode an all scores matrix by storing the pivotal points of its density matrix. This requires O(L) space for the J matrix, and O(∆) space for K (by Corollary 2.2). In the subsequent sections we handle the two matrices K and J separately, and for each matrix we consider both the 1-sided and the 2-sided problems.
Incremental K matrix
Recall that we need to maintain the all scores matrix, denoted K, of the strings A and B. Our algorithm encodes the matrix K by storing the pivotal points of its density matrix. Consider an incremental operation that prepends a character σ to A, that is A ′ = σA. We need to compute the pivotal points of K ′ , where K ′ is the all scores matrix of A ′ and B.
We will next show how to compute the pivotal points of C . This will allow the algorithm to compute the pivotal points of K ′ . C contains either 0 or 1 values, since the new character σ can increase the length of the LCS of each alignment by at most 1. See Figure 2 for an example of matrices K ′ , K, C and C . The optimal path from the i'th vertex on the first column to the j'th vertex on the last column of G σA,B either utilizes a match point that was generated due to the new prepended character σ, or not. In the former case we can assume the optimal path uses the topmost such match point, and in the latter case the score of this path is equal to
This leads to the following proposition.
We now describe our main lemma required for the incremental step. 
After canceling the terms that appear in both sides, we obtain the equality
By the definition of the matrix K,
Recall that K is a sub-unit Monge matrix and hence there is at most one pivotal point in every row of K . Therefore,
.j] has exactly one pivotal point. The lemma now follows from Proposition 3.1.
The following corollary follows immediatly from Lemma 3.2. Figure 2 ). The following lemma shows that the pivotal points of C can be obtained from the step indices of C. Therefore, the computation of these indices will be the focus of our algorithm. • C [i, j] = 1 if and only if (i, j) is a step index in C and (i − 1, j) is not a step index.
• C [i, j] = −1 if and only if (i, j) is not a step index in C and (i − 1, j) is a step index.
Proof. LetC be a matrix containing the columns differences of the matrix C, that is,
. From Corollary 3.3 we have thatC[i, j] = 1 if and only if (i, j) is a step index in C (note that if (i, j) is a step index then j > 0). The lemma follows due to the equality
Lemma 3.2 gives the following corollary.
Corollary 3.5. (i, j) is a step index in C if and only if j is equal to the maximum column index among all pivotal points in rows i + 1, . . . , NextMatch B (i, σ) of the matrix K .
1-sided incremental K matrix
We now describe our algorithm that supports 1-sided operations to the string A. We consider the incremental operation of prepending a character σ to A (an appending operation to A can be carried out in the same manner). In our proposed solution, we assume that there is an auxilary data structure that encodes the string B and allows access operations to any position in B in constant time. We do not take into account the space occupied by this data structure in the space complexity of the algorithm. This leads to an O(∆) space data structure that supports prepend (or append) operations to the string A in O(∆) time.
Recall that the all scores matrix K is encoded via the pivotal points of its density matrix. These points are stored in a list P , sorted by increasing row indices. Our algorithm computes the step indices of C, from which the pivotal points of C , and hence the pivotal points of K ′ , can be obtained (Lemma 3.4). Note that the number of step indices in C is bounded by ∆. This is due to the fact that each such step index corresponds to a unique pivotal point of K (Lemma 3.2).
The step indices are computed as follows (see Figure 3) . Denote by i 1 + 1 the minimum row index of a pivotal point of K (the value of i 1 +1 is obtained by accessing the first element of P ) and let k 1 = NextMatch B (i 1 , σ). Note that by Lemma 3.2, there is a step index in the i 1 'th row of C only if there are k 1 − i 1 consecutive pivotal points in P with row indices i 1 + 1 to k 1 . Therefore we scan simultaneously the list P and the string B starting from index i = i 1 + 1. At each step we check whether the current examined element in P is a pivotal point in row i, and if it is, we move to the next element of P and increase i by 1. This scan is stopped when reaching the index k 1 for which B[k 1 ] = σ. If such k 1 is found then by Lemma 3.2, every row from rows i 1 , . . . , k 1 − 1 contains a step index. In order to compute these step indices, go over i = k 1 − 1, k 1 − 2, . . . , i 1 . For each such i, compute the maximum column index j i among all pivotal points in rows i + 1, . . . , k 1 . j i can be computed in constant time since j i is equal to the maximum of j i+1 and the column of the pivotal point of row i + 1 (this column is obtain from P , which is scanned in reverse order, , and verifying at each step that there is a pivotal point in every row. Once reaching index 3, the algorithm backward scans the previously traversed pivotal points starting with the pivotal point at row 3. At each step the algorithm computes the maximum column index among all scanned pivotal points. The first column maxima is j 2 = 4, hence (2, 4) is a step index in C. The following pivotal point is (2, 5) , thus the column maxima is j 1 = 5, and (1, 5) is identified as a step index in C. The last scanned pivotal point is (1, 3) , thus the column maxima remains 5 and the step index identified is (0, 5). The next scanned block is b 2 starting with pivotal point (5, 7) . The next match point is 5, and thus (4, 7) is a step index. Pivotal point (6, 8) does not yield a step index since there is no match point at index 6 and also there is no pivotal point at row 7, hence the search stops after the first iteration. The last pivotal point is handled similarly.
starting from the element holding the pivotal point of row k 1 ). By Corollary 3.5, (i, j i ) is the step index of row i.
The algorithm processes the remaining pivotal points (starting from the topmost pivotal point below row k i ) similarly, until exhausting all ∆ pivotal points.
Complexity analysis To obtain the set of step indices, we traverse the list P of pivotal points, and examine each pivotal point at most twice (once during a forward scan on P and once during a backward scan on P ). We also scan the string B. The number of access operation to B is bounded by the number of pivotal points.
Once the set of step indices has been obtained, the computation of C (using Lemma 3.4) and the pivotal points of K ′ is done in O(∆) time. Hence the total running time is O(∆) and the space complexity is O(∆).
Appending a character to B Appending character σ to A follows the same paradigm. Note that now
The next lemma summarizes the properties required to carry out an append operation to A. 
Proof. Following the same steps as in Lemma 3.2 we obtain that C[i, j] = 1 if and only if:
Note that
Hence, Equation ( Due to Lemma 3.6 we need to use a different definition of step indices in this case. We say that (i, j) is a column step index if C[i, j] = C[i − 1, j]. Hence, the main difference to the algorithm is that now we need to store a list P ′ containing the pivotal points of K sorted by decreasing columns indices.
. The first item holds if and only if
We obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 3.7. Given strings A and B of lengths m and n, respectively, over alphabet Σ with L = LCS(A, B) and ∆ = n − L. We can construct an O(∆) space data structure that encodes the LCS score between A and every substring of B and supports 1-sided incremental operations to A in O(∆) time.
2-sided incremental K matrix
In this section we show how to extend the previously discussed data structure to support both prepend and append operations to A. This extension requires O(n) space and O(∆) time per operation. In order to support incremental operations for both sides of the string A, one possible solution is to sort the elements of P by their columns indices to obtain a list P ′ when an append operation is performed. This sorting takes O(∆ log log ∆) time using the sorting algorithm of [12] . To obtain O(∆) worst-case running time we use the observation that we don't need the lists P and P ′ to be sorted, and instead we will use a weaker requirement on the order of the elements.
We say that [j 1 : j 2 ] is a column block if there is a pivotal point in column j for every j ∈ [j 1 : j 2 ], and there are no pivotal points in column j 1 − 1 and column j 2 + 1. We now store P ′ in the following order. For every column block [j 1 : j 2 ], the pivotal points in columns [j 1 : j 2 ] appear consecutively in P ′ , and ordered by decreasing column indices (namely, the pivotal point in column j 2 appears first, then the pivotal point in column j 2 −1 an so on). This corresponds to the sorting required for the appending operation to A as described in Section 3.1. Note that we do not require a specific order between pivotal points of different blocks. We define row block analogously and we store P ordered according to the row blocks. It is easy to verify that the algorithm described in Section 3.1 remains correct when P and P ′ are stored in block order.
We now describe how to construct the list P ′ from P . The process requires an auxiliary array BA of size n, in which each cell is initialized with 0. Let  (i 1 , j 1 ) , . . . , (i ∆ , j ∆ ) be the pivotal points. We traverse the set of pivotal points as stored in P and set BA[j t ] ← i t for every 1 ≤ t ≤ ∆. Note that after the step above, every column block corresponds to a maximal sub-array of BA with nonzero elements. We next traverse again the set of pivotal points in order to extract the column blocks. For each pivotal point (i t , j t ) we examine the value BA[j t ]. If BA[j t ] = 0, we scan the array BA starting at index j t to find the minimum index
. . we add the pivotal point (BA[j], j) to the end of P ′ , and set BA[j] to 0. This loop is stopped when BA[j] = 0. We then move to the next pivotal point (i t+1 , j t+1 ). The running time of this algorithm is O(∆).
Theorem 3.8. Given strings A and B of lengths m and n, respectively, over alphabet Σ with L = LCS(A, B) and ∆ = n − L. We can construct an O(n) space data structure that encodes the LCS score between A and every substring of B and supports 2-sided incremental operations to both ends of A in O(∆) time.
We note that our approach cannot support prepend or append operations on B. The reason is that such operations increase the size of the matrix K. The new column in K may contain a new pivotal point. However, the matrix K does not have the information required for computing this new pivotal point.
Incremental J matrix
Our method introduced above can be modified to maintain the matrix J and supports prepend operations to A and append operations to B. Note that the size of the matrix J is n × m, thus it increases when such operations are performed. We start by considering an incremental operation that prepends a character σ to A, that is A ′ = σA. We assume that J is over the index set 
. The lemma follows due to the definition of J ,
This leads to the following corollary (analogous to Corollary 3.3).
Following Corollary 4.2 we say that (i, j) is a step index if j ≥ 1 and Figure 4) . We then obtain the following corollary (analogous to Corollary 3.5). Lemma 4.1 introduces several challenges compared to Section 3. First, the number of step indices is not bounded by the number of pivotal points (see for example Figure 4) . Consequently, the number of step indices may be Ω(n). Thus, to obtain O(L) running time, we show in Lemma 4.6 how to compute C directly, without computing the entire set of step indices explicitly. Furthermore, the property of consecutive pivotal points, which was exploited in Section 3 to bound the time complexity of scanning for the next character matching to σ, no longer holds. Thus, we need to use a data structure that supports NextMatch B (i, σ) or PrevMatch B (j, σ) queries in constant time.
Following Lemma 4.1 we have that • C [i, j] = 1 if and only if (i, j) is not a step index in C and (i − 1, j) is a step index.
We would like to identify cases (i) and (ii) described above, to be able to compute the pivotal points of C directly. • 
1-sided incremental J matrix
In this section we encode the matrix J such that prepend operations to the string A are supported. We encode the matrix J by the L pivotal points of its density matrix. These points are stored in a list P sorted by increasing row indices. Note that the string B remains constant, hence we can preprocess B in O(n) time and compute two static look-up tables that contain all possible values of NextMatch B (i, σ) and PrevMatch B (i, σ). We then use Lemma 4.6 to compute C efficiently in O(L) time, see Figure 4 .1 for a running example.
We begin iterating over P . Let (i 1 + 1, j 1 ) denote the first element of P . We compute k We scan the list P until reaching a pivotal point (i 2 + 1, j 2 ) for which i 2 + 1 > k + 1 (forward scan). We then scan backward the block starting from the pivotal point preceding (i 2 + 1, j 2 ), and at each step we compute the minimum column index in the block so far and apply Lemma 4.6 to obtain the pivotal points of C .
The algorithm processes the remaining pivotal points (starting from the pivotal point (i 2 + 1, j 2 )) similarly, until exhausting all L pivotal points. At the end we compute PrevMatch B (n, σ) to obtain the pivotal point at column 0 by Corollary 4.4.
Complexity analysis The preprocessing step takes O(n) time and space. At each step of the algorithm we examine each pivotal point at most twice, hence we obtain O(L) time and O(n) space.
The following theorem concludes the data structure described in this section. We note that the append operation to B can be carried out similarly. Theorem 4.7. Given strings A and B of lengths m and n, respectively, over alphabet Σ with L = LCS(A, B). We can construct an O(n) (resp. O(m)) space data structure that encodes the LCS score between every suffix of B and every prefix of A and supports 1-sided prepend operations to A (resp. append operations to B) in O(L) time.
2-sided incremental J matrix
For the 2-sided case we note that both A and B are subjected to modifications. Thus, the look-up tables must be updated dynamically. We suggest the following data structure that supports PrevMatch B and NextMatch B queries in constant time, and append operations to B in constant time.
We start with a data structure for PrevMatch B (i, σ). Note that the values of PrevMatch B (i, σ) remain constant when append operations to B are applied. Thus, we store a dynamic array PrevTable B in which PrevTable B [i, σ] = PrevMatch B (i, σ) for all i and σ (a dynamic array is a data structure that stores an array and allows appending a constant number of cells to the end of the array in constant worstcase time). Assuming that B is of length n and a character τ is appended to B, we only need to update the cell PrevTable B [n + 1, σ] for every σ ∈ Σ. Clearly, For the data structure that supports NextMatch B (i, σ) queries, it is no longer the case that the values remain constant. To handle this, we use a dynamic array NextTable B that is defined as follows:
contains an arbitrary value. We can now compute NextMatch B (i, σ) using the following equality:
Assuming that B is of length n and a character τ is appended to B, we update NextTable B by setting NextTable B [i, τ ] = n + 1 where i = PrevMatch B (n, τ ). Now, using the dynamic data structures, the technique remains the same as described in Section 4.1. Note that when an append operation is preformed, the set of pivotal points needs to be sorted by the column indices. This requires O(L log log L) time for sorting the set of L pivotal points using the sorting algorithm of [12] . This leads to the following theorem.
Theorem 4.8. Given strings A and B of lengths m and n, respectively, over alphabet Σ with L = LCS(A, B). We can construct an O(m + n) space data structure that encodes the LCS score between every suffix of B and every prefix of A and supports prepend operations to A and append operations to B in O(L log log L) time.
Incremental K and J matrices
In this section we show how to maintain the matrices K and J and support append operations to either A or B.
Recall that J is over the index set [0 : n] × [0 : m] and K is over the index set [0 : n] × [0 : n]. We store a list P K for the matrix K as defined in Section 3, and a list P J for the matrix J as defined in Section 4. Both lists are sorted by decreasing column indices.
First consider an append operation to B. This operation adds a new row to the matrix J , and a new row and column to K. Denote the modified matrices by J ′ and K ′ . The modifications to the matrix J are carried as described in Section 4.1. The matrix K ′ , on the other hand, does not vary much from the matrix K, since the submatrix K ′ [0..n, 0..n] is not affected by the newly added symbol. However, note that a new pivotal point may be added to the matrix K ′ at the newly appended column. In the following lemma we show how to compute this pivotal point. An append operation to A can be carried out analogously. In this case the matrix K is modified, and the list P K ′ can be obtained as described in Section 3.1. A new column is also appended to J . In this case we have the following lemma. By applying Lemma 5.2 for the matrix J ′ and using the approach described in Section 3.1 for the matrix K ′ , we can compute the lists P J ′ and P K ′ in O(∆) time. We derive the following theorem.
Theorem 5.3. Given strings A and B of lengths m and n, respectively, over alphabet Σ with L = LCS(A, B) and ∆ = n − L. We can construct an O(m + n) space data structure that encodes the LCS score between A and every substring of B, and between every suffix of B and every prefix of A. This data-structure supports append operations to A or B in O(∆) and O(L) time, respectively.
